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Aura “Look” Colour How to treat

In flairs

The colours are like flames 
flickering in a harsh wind.
The different flames are not 
damaged, but like a wet 
feather, just apart from each 
other.

At first let your energy go partly with this flow, but 
at the same time keep a cloth (or cloche) of 
energy ready to lay over the flairs, connecting 
them together. 

Dry them with breath and warm wind, use Reiki, 
CKR and DKM and comb each flair gently at both 
sides, so that they will zip together in the end.

Broken / 
Ripped / 
Torn apart

The colours are dark.

You can only support a treatment done by 
medication, surgery, psychological or psychiatric 
treatment. 
Do not get into “playing the therapist” yourself if 
you have not been trained in this. 
Treat the aura with kindness and love using a 
sandwich of SHK / DKM / SHK. Bring the different 
parts of the aura together by gently waving the 
energy towards one and other.

Faint
The colours are faint – tired, 
worn off, faded.

The lack of energy can sometimes be taken away 
by providing / sending extra energy and assessing
/ addressing the reason of the lack of energy. Use 
Reiki and place CKR in different parts of the aura 
to reinforce it.

Heated / 
Too cold

(over)heated or too cold
It feels that too much energy is
coming out of the person 
(almost burning him) or that 
your client is withdrawing 
energy so much from others to
stay alive. 

A ring of white roses placed around the aura of 
your client should balance the energy and bring it 
back in place again. 

From there you can treat your client either with 
Reiki and CKR (if too cold) or SHK and DKM if too
hot.

Under attack
Entities in your client’s aura, as
if he/she was under attack.

Communicate with the entity – use HSZSN, aimed
at the entity before starting the communication 
and in order to open the “conversation” and send 
it home. Guide it to the light and let it dissolve in it.
You will have to be gentle and explain to the entity
that it is hurting your client. Use DKM to support 
your kindness. 
Once the entity is gone, treat the spot where the 
entity was using HSZSN, SHK, CKR, Reiki and 
DKM.

Black spots in 
the aura

Black spots 

 “Wash” the aura of your client, by wiping, healing 
the damaged parts, cleaning the aura with light, 
colour showers and polishing the aura.
You will need to direct your Reiki to the past, in 
order to heal the beginning of the problem / 
situation.
A sandwich of CKR / DKM / CKR will bring you 
positive results. Make sure you connect to the 
past and treat from the root.
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